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Two topics this issue, membership 2011/12 and getting our waters ready for then
It was decided at the A.G.M. that the subscriptions would stay the same for the 2011
/ 12 season. The new season starts April 1st which as I write is only 37 days away
not long when you think Christmas was 52 days ago. Soon be summer, (I think
it is June the 1st and 2nd this year)
We currently have nearly forty anglers on the waiting list but existing members are
being contacted first followed by those on the waiting list.
On the ticket this season will be :Passingford pond
Turnford pits [4]
Fishers green complex [6]
Forty hall woodlands lake
The lea relief [optional limited number]
The committee is still trying for more waters
Paradise pond is closed at present until further notice with work in progress
The attachment on this mail is the Application form for 2011/12 download asap
complete it in full making sure both your address and E mail are clear as we have
had trouble in the past contacting members.
This past season using the section on knowledge or skills we have put many
members in touch with other members that have knowledge in a field or carry out
work of some sort, ranging from finding a plumber to advice on bookkeeping and
various members with the same hobbies.
This weekend [Sunday 27th ] is the second work party it will be at PARADISE, not
Passingford as in the Handbook. We have a lot of tree and bush clearing to do
so work for all abilities from cutting to bonfire management.
If you have secateurs, loppers, long arm or rakes please bring them, plus gloves and
wellies.
8am start to around 1pm sooner we start the sooner we finish
May fishing tickets will be issued for working on work parties
Any information, comments, thoughts or if you have photos or items for sale you can
use the link to get in touch and I will try and transfer them to the web site and
circulate in the newsletter
secretary@hollowanglingsociety.co.uk
Tight lines

Mike Smith

Secretary

